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MALICE IN UNDERLAND 
 
to begin with injustice is inseparable from life—smeared 
with the blood of old movies we hoped to outlive … 
how effete your singing voice is—the mannequin  
in the front window who is she? 
candour you say is the best policy a trained  
parrot to tell the story of contrition its  
 one good eye spastic with sleep 
 
trivial as memory glanced from a surface of word or  
fact—a telephone an ashtray an empty chair 
perhaps to be naked before the world is not the  
horrible event people imagine … a degenerate mystique  
you talk too much i cannot sleep how 
does one learn to exhale here? counting the silhouettes 
of remittance men—former lives ossified into shellac 
 
“to make an end of it” scratching the lame dog’s hind 
& so to man the thrust & recoil of wordless 
sayings? a shot in the dark a siege engine’s 
 backfire—hunched shadows 
of the end-of-the-world coming towards us 
in range of the sea—flexing the tendonous locks 
the flagpoles heft from constant motion 
 
 could break its vitrifying regularity …? 
tireless as the leaves or a streetsweeper’s shed 
scale wrapping the ventilation grills above the 
ninety-sixth street subway station. what we dreaded 
more than “death” was “being alive” without knowing— 
sleep oversees the rough breathing the dog barking 
prehensile its master’s jawbone fixed in its head 
 
more details catch the eye—the step away from them 
appears to be simply the step down onto a 
crowded sidewalk—there is  
a mountain the street runs up filling blank space— 
distance retreats from all available viewpoints 
 huge grapeblack clouds in harvest 
waiting to burst … this place you say is a bloody place
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 ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF END USERS 
 
nothing has been worked on. the fag-stubbed interior 
of a laundromat. video tapes of circa $2.50 
& stills from what could have been real life. a woman  
bare hands on wide hips & one lost eye, lato destro  
tattooed on the neck. puncture holes. the shot  
messenger whose bad news is spilling out lies  
with his back to the audience, the dramatis  
personae, masking their serial numbers from our  
collectivised gaze. to the right, a man abusing a  
receiver in a telephone box. overnight, hamburg 
to berlin. a desert, a corral, a blue dress, a 
ramshackle building. ominous mountains. images 
caught on expired film stock. a fine paper cut 
separates the layers of white skin. from midtown  
to 181st street, measured against resisting  
bodies. the upper stage is empty but the lights are  
on. welded & brazed steel keeps the illusion together  
it is halfway between our separate points of re- 
ference. holding to the night silence, a solid, slightly 
stooped figure takes our place in the interim. “doing”  
time. the mind’s eye gazes upwards to the ziggurats  
of mars. from this perspective even the world is a  
statistical zero. a porous epiderm in which all trans- 
actions are equally permissible & equally to be expected 
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LE TROMPETTISTE 
you called me bob, so i decided for bill (like the “cowboy of cincinnati” ...) 

—pierre daguin 
 
indigestion & simone weil “no one has the faintest idea of either 
the objective or means” the live- 
feed making fun of history blitzed under white 
noise—remembering the end-plot 
from once to next time 
bored as an insect with the humid come-on 
of insect repellent & finger routine—kissing up to the 
godlike invisibility a sphincter describes 
far off in the universe (its 
circumference is everywhere) or nozzled in the right-angle 
of a dunce’s cap folded from 
parisian street directories SAINT MICHEL patron 
saint of dunces? the question is a walking  
stick lodged in a hole the wire end of a 
coathanger to catch  
angels by the guts with—the hitch 
is the only way back 
from S to P … a story told to death blowing its own horn or 
being lectured on the physics of electrical dis- 
charge across “insulation bands”  
a styrofoam mattress tied to the back 
of a delivery van with sleeper arms outstretched 
in parodic ne dérangez pas—taking a hammer 
to the restless fantoms of hotel lice 
waking in a pool of uncaused eviscerations 
a stranger’s genitalia arranged “figuratively” & 
trans-sexed out of tokyo  
duty free—inflatable waiting lounges in the cul-de-sac of the mind 
tv amerikana resembling garbled transmissions 
from outer space “wish you were here” riding off  
into martian sunset butthole  
on saddle screwed down as precaution against lack of gravity 
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DEXTROSE  
 
cut-out figures, from right to left in the 
shooting gallery: lunch of 
cold meat, salad—the weather is “changeable,” marked for 
replacement 
  naked in the back  
room: stringing up 
papier-mâché heads, filled with 
sand—the holes left 
unplugged, barely 

contained—no mystery  
encroaches on the game at  
hand (“can see  
what’s on your mind”); the body is 
weightless, at intervals  
which are no longer temporary—suspicion of returns could  
increase into a madness: the hidden  

laughter of canned goods dis- 
played in serial revenance, infinitely identical—the others 
have been removed 
from the chain of being: an escalator  
which leads upwards through incarnations to the only available 
checkout 
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OZENFANT 
 
four & then six. he’s holding in his hand 
up there a telescope. “facts, are they  
not painful &  
boring?” a line drawn to separate  

the inner world of the outer world of the inner  
world. i once asked arragon the historian how history 
was written. pallid yellow 
they will bring in boxes. for centuries nothing hid it but neither  
informed upon. mercator, the film’s jeune-premier 
a small white hole 
where the head should be & lines radiating in a southerly 
  direction: the cell 
nostalgically divides itself. when the marriage house glared with mid- 
night sitters, who takes possession 

of the dis- 
possessed? the empty 

  space. it stiffens, it makes itself look 
  neutral & innocent. others un- 
  accounted for, missing. the eight is split vertically  

into three pieces 
& represents an anatomic picture 
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EARTH TERMINAL & GRAPH 
accidents of some future date 

—gerard malanga 
 
the lines, coming towards us 
where they arrive from is impossible to tell. we lie 
on floors, couches 
but the dream & no ideas persists 
to speak in place of us. died, perhaps, & were stuffed 
w/ bird feathers like 
an eider down 
 
there is no other furniture in the room no tele- 
phone, the off-white plaster of walls 
accumulating stale air. it’s  
tuesday or wednesday, antarctica seems closer than 
before. sound of aeroplanes 11.55 pm 
which war is it now? said 
i couldn’t afford to 
know who you were. i grew up then, but you were  
still there to outbreathe &  
outlive. it was snowing also 
 
though i can’t find that letter you sent from. did it exist?  
to simplify, development  
of character a thing 
sentimentality intrudes upon. 
the day it is like any  
other. thinking flight to be  
temporary, wrestling with inbalance. our time is cause 
for sleep, but at what price you cannot   
say or will not 
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LATE NIGHT COMEDY BURLESK 
 
painted cardboard faces turned blue in the 
tv flicker we are 
slowly asphyxiating in—the jokes 
were the same ones 
“heinrich himmler tango” cuban 
holiday—the sound of one hand clapping 
long after the punchline 
still waiting for the end of the world—dis- 
appointed? “its only 
expectation that causes poverty 
or regret. eat more 
or eat nothing at all” savouring the bad 
taste in the mouth—a previous life’s re- 
gurgitations gone cold 
in the space you’ve ceased being able to  
occupy—or someone shows you the door 
& there’s no trouble recognising that 
or what follows—crawling & then standing up 
& generally learning to  
grin again & bear it 
‘til the next time canning the 
ineffectual laughter 
the gutless rattle—short-changed by 
actions resting on the 
strength of “words alone” or 
crying wolf in the dark after the fact 
in the certainty of never being  
heard not wanting to be or fearing it 
no time yet to avoid imitating yourself 
then as now the camera  
turns around & sees the vague heap you make 
against the dawn—waiting 
to attempt the first incarnation 
that presents itself? a clown’s changeless 
idiotic grin like the butt-end 
of an eternal ridicule or a silhouette 
trapped in a surveillance 
loop cued to the sucker punch 
never doubting the weight of its evidence 
nor its efficacy 
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 OSTINATO 
 
the close comfort of migraines being lost then  
found again the meaning of discard  
a crab without a shell 
not to take them to heart such ideas 
obsessed & possessed him totally swallowed him whole like jonah  
a seventh-day stupor  
the sky scrupulously opened & rolled back 
a periodic dream of memory 
& the setting-out 
to find his other flesh of hallucinations 
a stuffed monkey on a pedestal with the gift of speech 
something weighed in the ear’s scale 
something 
mysterious & profound as boredom 
held to it through thick & thin intransigent to the very end 
a good place to start laughing 
now that he’s dead he won’t lie down 
the ironic grimace 
to believe in darker times than these 
we’ll be spared at least that  
the sinuses breaking down the little white pills smashed flat 
a meat truck parked below the window on the sidewalk  
the smell of it 
crates packed with offcuts waste product effluvia which also are the  
facts of life 
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“POSITIONS IN THE LIFE WORLD” 
 
a strange year for returning. when-if-not, the blizzard meant  
diversions: you were waiting, though, asleep  
in the back room. dear H, wires & broken reels have  
filled the cupboards. an old  

answering machine. it  
never ceases  
to malfunction: what is it  

here for? the skin  
is very white &  

seamless. this is how it appears in photographs. the windows 
are “chlorophyll green.” the word: ANISEIKONIA  
it is an island perhaps in the aegean of those  
eyes. you are  
standing with your right elbow on the  
terrace railing. or asleep, arms outstretched at 
right angles (often  
thought & sometimes  
said to one  
another it was late  
& dreamt of money & obviousness). or not asleep but no thought 

either. sorting out the un- 
answered mail from the  

unanswerable, can  
wait forever. waking up  
to the near at  

hand. it’s strange to be an instrument again. the window 
open & voices  
beginning at 4.00 a.m. an A-train to  
port authority, a bus. with  
john in chicago, outside air conditioning, riding the elevated line 
to a wrong destination. the  
woman at the american airways counter 
says implacably no. mystery & fascination of this type of  

cinema. “the birth in the  
human world  

of the simplest things, man’s spirit taking  
possession of them.” december 24. in the factory  
district, suddenly someone knocked at the  
window. it was the police, they moved us on. rusel  
at the 125th street station doing “three  
little pigs.” life under  
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ground in unexplained humidity. PARIS, BRÛLE-T-IL? a  
video loop, corkscrew &  
empty bottles. there’s  
someone under the  
bed. now i am going to drag along the fatigue of this  

other life for the next  
seven years. “but it was leaking, some- 
one drew out the air. we ran down the  

street after them.” how did  
that happen? standing on the roof  
watching the hospital lights through the yellow  
fog. where is D who hustled for  
twelve dollars on broadway? after five minutes we got up & left 
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COUCOU DUBUFFET 
 
a cowslip, a crate, a heap, a cuckoo. l’abus 
d’alcool est dangereux  
pour la santé. this should be  
thoroughly obvious. the sky is a red & blue  
monkey puzzle. a contusion  
with paragraph  
breaks. a brownstone, 12-tone 
row. momentary 
grief, nondescript. to shut up & live  
in the present temporary  
form “where man’s  
an inch high upside down.” the too- 
familiar orange night sky with rained-on apartment  
blocks. why believe  
that one thing must lead 
inexorably to another, in time or in 
place? an invoice  
for “services rendered,” payable 
within thirty years. do you realise just how improbable 
you seem already? hurry up 
nobody wants to solve you anymore 
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LEAR 
 
one morning too many. a.m. on the 
ropes & staggered 
sideways into a corner: two 
lines intersecting at 
right angles. staccato 
of traffic signals marking time, one 
red & one 
green eye. awaiting 
instructions (to proceed, beyond the 
non-option). interference  
down the line, shouting at the 
unresponsive grill is the  
old bastard still alive in there? the one 
who will always refuse  
to plead, frustrating our efforts. the 
abortive dry run, traffic 
backed up  
to the interchange. the objective 
is unclear, “to get somewhere”  
could be a lifetime’s  
operation. a season of  
migraines wouldn’t be enough   
to purge the ill 
will, calculating the odds & still 
hedging against inevitable  
foreclosure. dawn 
raining its blows on denuded 
backlots, the skyline 
heaped up like mountains of 
landfill. it is not  
difficult to drown here, drawn down  
into blind undercurrents 
of disposability. the chewed-up 
rubbish, verbiage, of  
this world which “comes to an end.”  
or of the next one 
which is its aftermath 
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DEUS EX MACHINA 
how is one to make oneself understood  
if one uses haunted words? 

—sartre 
 
it is wrong to claim that art is a refusal of anxiety. the hunter’s 
rifle between the branches, in the  
grass. a red autograph. to 
abbreviate, to take shortcuts. describes, in so many words, a  
threat which separates them from what they  

name. you were right 
not to include the detail of the  

caress. a grievance drawn from 
memory. when you  
speak, that mouth describes a  
penitentiary. another clock. on its face, the clock is a  
sun. we expect the harvest  
of cut grain to be fine & rich. “a cut breath”  

is only the stop 
of breathing. no doubt it is pre- 
pared for, to fall into actual  
space. things gathered: bird’s eye, crow’s  
foot, centipede. the knot  

of the ampersand  
doesn’t connect  

to anything that has come  
before. hung upside down, from a hook  
above the door. the game 
is being prepared for all who must play, whether they like it or not 
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TANGIER POSTCARDS 
 
seven months waiting for that ship 
to come in. cold water 
hotel rooms, nights 
blank as a blank cheque. stretched 
out on the floor with 
arse up to be fucked. dead mosquitoes 
moths flies piled up under 
lampshades. the landscape is the usual one, beige on  
beige. a scratched record on a record 
player in a dusty cardboard  
box / a landscape 
in a scratched record cover … what will be 
today’s line? rinso lactose  
saniflush, nothing is too dull. watching the patterns 
on the wallpaper. grey flowers 
& black dots. an  
eyeball-through-the-wall look 
joining up all the discarded present tenses. a fool’s errand. 
then the telephone rang. I CAN’T HEAR YOU 
I CAN’T UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU’RE SAYING 
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SIDE B. ALLEGORICAL PROCEDURES 
 
lost objects. a bottle or a cylinder containing 
“unknown quantities.” could inanity 
be only a kind of dis- 
cipline? portraits of food stuffs. later the sun 
cracks open, the same time 
  as enjoying its content. can it be 
  fixed? “free association,” for  

example, is no more natural than  
cutting up.  the interrogation room, with his 
  head the dunce 
 says no. words 
  regarded as facts, a child’s 

balloon, a commotion in the 
belfry like cinched  

testicles. credulity 
 is not our leningrad of nuits blanches. re- 

marking the wind as it  
counters 

the tide. a violent quietude. it is the shortest night of our ill- 
founded love.  a picture 
  held us captive, we could not 
  get outside it. into the  

gap compartment. things acquired 
 in desperation, like “need” “hapless”  

“almost.” as now 
 under the bridge. an omission. something 
   has been shortened, is out of breath 
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DEAD JOE 
who believes me shall behold the man 
 
gone stiff in the frozen ground, up to the 
neck in it—had 
suffered, once, lifetimes at the end 
of a long fork; there were 
no excuses—spent  
time on your hands & not a 
said word—counting the squares in the  
dud signal pattern, trans- 
mitted along nerve strings, or trapped  
in the broad 
daylight of x (its banality is 
vitrifying)—the swooping movement of 
tv cameras, keeping to the  
facts—the long 
night of the soul in a forest of 
slot machines: hungry  
mouths in which 
humiliation demands an unequal  
share—& the lidless  
eye that confronts each in turn, waiting 
for its number to come up 
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SPLIT SCREEN WITH STATIC 
between stasis and mobility, a certain slowness makes us discover a 
field of actions, where the eye stops being able to track the course of 
an object. given that a ball moves from A to B … the memory we 
have of its point of departure is a function of the slowness with which 
it enacts its trajectory. if this slowness is extreme, our eye, our memory 
loses the recollection of A 

—pol bury 
 
in that it resembled a series of empty locations. dilation in real  
time. a cumulative lag between animate & in- 
animate. sugar, concentrated  
milk. vegetable juice. chicken bouillon. sperm  
oil. photographic emulsion. the 
ingredients do not inhere. “nature  
creates all beings without erring” it is calm &  
still: the carpeting, from wall to wall, was grey. you couldn’t 
move in the room except sideways. the centre  
of a grey membrane. although it is  
visible, there are doubts cast on its solidity. unable  
to follow the line of argument: that it is a projection, which  
could be said of all art. the recollection 
is never exact. x is at the door with a singing  
telegram. it seemed anything could  
happen. the chaise longue upholstered in  
beige linen was in the 
bathroom: “like a stuffed lobster.” a certain  
consciousness of time & beauty  
of its irremediable loss. newspapers  
& loose change, all the 
old categories crumpled up against the stairs (it is stupid  
to advocate escape). getting off at 
euclid avenue. an all night diner. a railroad  
flat vibrating with silent motion. a second-run night spot. eyes  
half-glassed. in the shadow of an arc lamp, cave- 
phantoms ride sleepless from post to post gathering 
rumours each is afraid of. the muscle 
tightening in the neck, a shoulder blade  
arching across the spine. mountainous, scalene 
“in the nature of an in- 
surrection.” or it waits upon circumstance, a wilderness of  
frozen air. the rain increases as sequence 
of conventional time-frames. a moral  
is being conveyed. wider  
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it spreads its knees, has done with pointing. the cold 
comes in. becomes familiar, changing the 
arrangement of curtains, furniture. a regular grid work  
of the pineal gland. in the first light 
everything now in bareheaded  
passivity. to attempt to say  
nothing: “but there are days (let’s not forget  
real days) when language loses  
speed then it lags as the nights lag. brief & nonetheless long. &  
one submits to a sensation of something entirely  
meaningless” again duration is implicated. the seasonal  
franchise. resisting will do no  
good, you couldn’t go any further, even by  
hurting yourself. thick layers of dust 
or the contents of an ashtray dumped onto the  
floor. “the zone is visible but not the  
advent” to claim an understanding of these things: the rows  
of squalid limbs side by side, fore &  
aft simultaneously. a mouth is opening 
a regular place for the self, to speak  
figuratively. or it vanished in the distance that occurs  
between the one & the  
other. remitted not by consensus, but the “falsity” of extreme  
vigilance 
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HÔTEL DES VOYAGEURS 
 
conveyor belt walkways in airport. step onto  
aeroplane. a thous- 

and narrow  
steps. it was  

a stiffled room, bangkok. a small  
horror between  
buildings. the  
view from the roof is  
arid plains, banana trees, a refinery. you were  

in bed reading about  
this. smell of  

damp. breakfast consisted of, lipstick  
on the rim of a  
white  

coffee cup. mosquitoes  
circling in loose  
formation. a postcard  
from egypt, mahgreb, and- 

alucía. at the border. everyone  
was naked &  

bloodspots running the length 
of your inner thigh like an  
“exit strip.” the procedure was ordinary. it was before we  

knew 
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COUNTING SCALES 
 
1. insert object to proposition is  
after the event 

dilated in righteous & high look 
faintly smiling down—voiceless by condition 
the change wasn’t  

all that evident (sleeping rough 
in canned 
sweat—the forensic act 

   erodes, becomes sparse 
muscle spasm & backwash 
credit card bills storage receipts 
  wiping the knifeblade clean 
   doing all its lean tricks … 
   the detached surveillance retina 

must true love be compulsory? 
 
 
2. this place or some other place—yet another 
nine month plan, dis- 
connected synapse darkness 

whose finger on that switch? 
  i came back nothing was 
  left. night workers 
unplugging the life support a lump hardening in the 
throat 

crisis under manhole covers  
the truth behind you fitting you up 
  it’s not enough  

stepping out into headlights 
all our christmasses 
phosphor & thought balloons striking the ceiling  
            with unsuspected violence 
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AMONIAK 
(for keston sutherland) 
 
____________________________ & what it means 
to be terminal; the survival instinct as 
smokescreen against future 
entrapment—immune systems of the body’s 
counter-reformation, defining a conduit 
of amended experience, bathos 
which is its lowest point—the reflection 
of a face eroded by sarcasm, ambivalent life- 
forms translated through the cut hole 
of the iris—to arrive through 
out-takes & escape manoeuvres at the 
underside of knowing—“it” happens that 
way, benumbed anuses stuffed  
with headlines & political cant, bleached of all  
substance—an engine beating through the  
floor: 6 a.m. leering out of medicated  
sleep—the mechanised semaphore, fixed  
to the vertical (sign for remission); quantities  
of expired adrenaline collected in jars  
“at varying intervals”—someone arrives, performs  
the necessary operation: there’s time yet  
for the plot to thicken, to assume  
a more uniform consistency (“the little enzyme 
they’ve discovered”), even if the end itself  
is unavoidable 
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LAFCADIO OR THE EARLY MONTHS OF X 
 
to reassess what’s at stake … falling from an 
aeroplane—last minute 
sentimental  

reveries like streams of 
  snot—oh god! how 
   lovely war is &c the flat 
 terrain of words 
 used as a last resort—it happens 
from time to 
time there are “serious 
  reproaches” between 
  the lines—a  
    cretinised 
 grocery life cut- 
  rate décors stitched together 
with telephone wire—to clarify 
 an impeccable formality a blouse a 

bloodsoaked fog (storms 
   squatting on slate 
  rooftops without 
 managing to burst) stop 
   pretending any of this makes 
   sense—a dog’s 
  sporadic commentary 
    a trail of  
   dead letters—the sole 
cardiac laughter of iniquity (now 
  do you see we are getting  

somewhere?) 
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SONNABEND 
 

at the edge of the water 
wiesbaden, he brushes  
hair from his eyes. snow  
or rain entering 
the frame they are walking around in 

circles. the sky 
a beige umbrella, tilted  
arcs  
ranged on all  

sides. manifolds  
of intuition 

they both grow smaller &  
heavier, like 
recursive loops. in the 
  hotel corridor 
   steam rises from 
   patches on the  

floor, very dark green almost  
black. at first 
 glance, recognises but  

does not name because  
cannot. the 

table in the parlour stacked with 
salted meats. there are 
two impulses at work here, narrowing  

towards a point 
   of con- 

centration. circles 
 spreading on a liquid  

surface. the returning  
stones, the 

marguerites blossoming between old  
railway tracks. the lines  

are parallel but 
not straight  
as you thought they should be 
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ONCE, ALMOST 
(after brett whiteley) 
 
white television screens stacked up (the column  
seems light & thin but in the prone 
position it changes “in kind”). engrossed in the reflective  
contour—parallel or con- 
  vergent lines graphing eco- 
nomic downturns, products that  
find their way by an erroneous 
gravity—inflated  
like astronomical holes. the 
  length of the piers towards 
staten island, flags on 
flag poles & weatherboard. the satirical aspect 
is being lost. a public address system 
blaring static noise—headlines, soporific details  
scanning the feature stories eyes 
half shut. resistance 
closing- 
  out the implication of 
things “in the world,” as two giant fag ends stubbed out in  
manhattan. news which  
blows over casting its fall- 
out elsewhere, to “de-psychologise” (illusionism for real time) 
& still know what it is 
without being able to tell the difference 
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A CARTOGRAPHY OF REMOTE SENSING 
 
a crane swings out over the gravel pits. a sand bar, a mahogany 
ship. the sum of its being seen is not its fact. set sail in an  
“unfixable storm” its eye  
bright on the harbour. the chain of memory 
is resurrection, fish-blue 
a curtain hung in the sky on the liturgical 
eighth day. & what if all this made no sense, even to you? our  
rehearsals  
are not conducted. “art is a trick, full of  
nothing.” but such a con- 
clusion is never reached outright. travelling  
inland through the night, the issue involves more than traffic. 
wide grey fields. everything has come to depend upon 
irrigation. a landscape blazing with violent electric moons 
like ripe fruit they have 
dropped away from the 
tree. a green sky, a viridarium, which stands for 
truth since words, when they communicate, have no effect. the same  
is without notation, the over- 
coming of difficulty or fault of not resembling 
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WASHINGTON CROSSING THE DELAWARE 
 
the noise is invading & is trivial. the cease- 
fires do not hold. they never did 
though history, not ours, says otherwise. the countless 
villages where borders run 
down the middle of the street. bridge. factory. the  
gate which leads to each of their  
centres. covered wagons  
strike out for the interior with forged  
maps, passwords, smallpox blankets—now 
that it is over the props are being 
returned to the props department. if we are patient they  
may discover us 
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QUATTRO CENTI 
(for véronique vassiliou) 
 
1. for the moment, the rooms are empty. the faces 
are raised but no detail commits them to our coll- 
ective knowledge. drawn across the diorama from  
 
one side to the loosened clay of the other, a picture  
of disputed possession reveals them in their full  
light. the canorous throng of gulls at low-tide, grey  
white above white grey. standing ankle deep a sign  
 
warns against other, unseen forces at work. their  
means of deduction an itinerary of past cohabitations 
(the room shrunken or immense, dependant on the  
 
time the words took to cross it). a glass screen en- 
graved with salient motifs, each of them apparently 
harmless. nor are they inexplicable, only their 
place in the scheme of things is not what it seems 
 
 
 
2. the first step: to set down, order, clarify. a tremor  
felt only upon the inner ear, an ersatz meridian drawn 
through its creviced landscape. a hotel in avignon.  
a laundry cart. a flight of stairs down to a closed  
 
cellar door. styrofoam. bottles of anise. newspaper &  
magazine clippings. a silhouette behind the screen, a  
murmur. the “deceitful” entreaty: il est défendu à  
 
entrer le jardin avec les fleurs dans la main (before  
the war it seemed impossible to meet by any other  
means). the simple removal of the letter i would it  
 
ever be enough? to reinvent the space between  
such different ways of speaking, as a form of con- 
scripted neutrality. its candour is made an example,  
without any trace of the history which had led to it 
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3. & what follows. the close arraignments of shuttered  
doors tells of this particular, long dark body of fresh  
water (der bodensee in the title of the reproduction). &  
beside it, the right-handed parapets, the “tranquillity”  
 
of a garrison in which the frames are exactly fitted to the  
paper. across the facing page these are upsidedown  
with images of parking lots. shopping plazas. cloverleaf  
 
intersections. blowups of curtain wall buildings. re- 
mote subway stations. ventilation ducts. fire escapes. service  
entrances. deserted lobbies. a private elevator. ending  
at night, in the ruined symmetry of ice melting in a glass  
 
with rind & lipstick traces. meaning, perhaps, that a  
passive attitude towards x does not necessarily imply an  
obstacle to interpretation. or even an obstacle as such 
 
 
 
4. a drama of the interior. out of this one-sidedness 
other biases will naturally have to develop. the 
notion of being secretive: the railing of a ferry  
passing the landfill haunted islands of our mis- 
 
placed longing “in timeless & dignified pathos.” what  
messages were inscribed there, unread as the  
hypothetical waves, battled to a standstill & frozen  
over? but even this universalism narrows at the  
 
end, cold nervous of the observed self. the closed- 
circuit surveillance cameras bent upon simul- 
ating us out of existence. a figure is missing, which  
 
is already the normal state of affairs. as gauging the  
true lie of the land, the relay tower points up- 
wards at the tabula rasa in the white semaphor of the sky 
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LETTRE DE CACHET 
 
don’t apologise for having sent me your  
letter. someone dies or  

disappears. there’s no sequel.  
soon their faces are framed with garlands. a true  
or false memory: wide streets, street-sellers, min- 
arets & so on. all that’s uninteresting. do you see? 
 l’hôtel magellan, june. seven red & nine 
green, the “keys,” perhaps, for RESPIR- 
ATION. to see the 
pieces otherwise, a sideways glance. why not cremate 
the dead in museums? no, i am 
   not suffering, not waiting. 
  that strange milieu in which people 
talk to one another, pretending there 
are four walls instead of three. i’m not telling 
of the blank page on which it all 

hinges. each false 
   move, signalled by a 
special hand-sign. but the story  
took place. when? i think of you often. then i found 
it, i was swallowed up 
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MADONNA DELLA MISERICORDIA 
(for marc atkins) 
 

operating the coin slot, “view time 
approximately …”—a cubicle 
& tripped light switch, illuminates without  
sanctifying. a face given up  
to the expressionless outer mantle (serene as a 
mathematical figure)—a method 

of refusal; the distinctions of 
artifice, a contrasting figure in a 
gabardine raincoat looks mockingly from the  
doorway—the  

business of consolation, dead 
branches hung in a  
painted sky like broken capillaries: to see 
the necessity of routine, breaking down 
resistance—commuted sentences in place of  
the benumbed, trochaic stammer 
of train tracks in the  
middle of the night—compartments in which  
sleep is impossible, remind of the  

motionless outer world (its sense 
compasses the life we have & the other we 
“hope” for); the semblance there of  
some kind of humility—horrified  
to go on in this way it hardly seems  
necessary, knowing that  

all this ends somewhere: the lights  
go out & hide the exposed 
body—although this too comes at a cost 
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A LOGIC OF SCARCITY 
 
the plot requires messengers of truth; slumped 
beneath the target range—news 
begins to trickle in from the out- 
lying areas (each one 

reacts differently)—there is no way of 
knowing who is responsible 
for our current 

state of affairs—the word 
following the hyphen describes 
the bottom surface, where the search party 
never looks—in the village square 
a haul line attached 
to each end of a forcing 
frame, runs endlessly through sheaves dry 
as an enemy’s 

humour—mouths stuffed 
with indigestible platitudes; feeding 
the cut harvest to 
bonfires, will regulate the  
gut tariff hungry to approve  

the flames that lick the hand that mocks  
& the hand that pays 
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AGUA VIVA 
 
the love of translated terms. it was 
a question of safety, ex- 

posure. a dredging  
machine 

reducing the lake’s depths, ice 
cracking the stones. the foot- 

prints of seagulls 
crossing the snow to the stiff  
carcass. sounds  
of knocking deep within. it is not 
a place  

you can reach with a  
ladder. un- 
fixable 

memory traces. past  
the cordon sanitaire, you’re  

gone. there’s nothing to say 
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EUCLID 
 
avenues, symmetrically planted—a bridge 
at the end of the industrial zone, spanning 
the outflow—“many 
things are floating in the streets”—traffic  
islands, fire escapes (which are  
ubiquitous, giving the impression of a 
failed rescue effort)—extinguished 
life-forms disposed in tiers like cans of  
soup, lunchmeat: on the surface of it 
all this is obvious, leads us where? an 
unmarked doorbell 
singled out by sleepless fingers—a  
window prised open not like an eye but 
like an ear; a thick sound swimming  
over it, through to the auxiliary space of  
an unlit, tenantless room—the cracked 
mirror in the service elevator, to see around 
corners, broken sections, walls 
that appear to grow larger as they  
recede—the means of transition: orange  
streetlights at the close of the  
nightshift, a platform 
in a dead end station; how to get from here 
to the next place? second guessing the  
instruction manual, the stated  
objective offers no solution—a line of inquiry  
which runs out almost as soon as it begins 
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SCREEN TEST PORTRAIT NUDE 
 
white from white. a half-dressed plate of  
fillet mignon. room service. fictional  
sunsets come & gone over the  
sunset strip. refrigerated air. lean, nylon 
red eyed, pouting through a  
twelve inch fringe. patty hearst on the  
other side of the surveillance machine. old  
glory waving in a black & chromed  
night sky. space invaders, junk  
mail. “every cloud has a silver  
lining,” packaged in tin foil. the burning 
mountain in last year’s horror  
film. poisoned senators like fish lying  
on the surface of fetid water. the  
finger is pointed at one & then another. a  
fait accompli. who can prove  
otherwise? the cartoon sermonist  
lounging in the yen shop, has nothing left to  
sell. a face only “you” could pull off  
whose presence under such circumstances is  
equally unconvincing 
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OBSERVATIONS FOR THE END OF AUGUST 
 
“as though by chance”—awake he would 
repent, after the dream of 
unwanted former lives, uprooted with 
forceps—morning goes of its 
own accord; we are back at the way station, in  
the middle of nowhere: immense shores  
turning over on the screen, amphibia, whale 
skins, discarded i.u.d.s—the withdrawal 
from consensus of what is being 
evoked here: a neglected hydrant 
spilling water over a patch of sand 
poses the question of our  
complicity—at such a moment doors swing 
silently, mouths open & close 
shedding no sound: as one 
who pretends to avoid saying what cannot  
be said, glancing sideways from the page  
to the depthless outer margin you’ll never succeed  
in crossing out 
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REPOSITORIES OF THE KNOWABLE? 
 
the plane from havana. a photograph of lee  
harvey printed in a magazine. old  
arguments are out the  
window: “acceptance of change by 
continuous indirection 
is a fine line ever narrowing.” someone asks  
 
who’s uncle sam. can something  
really mean nothing? a notice  
 
reminds commuters not to inhale. a raincoat  
hanging outside an elevator at the  
dallas city zoo. patsy  

 
kline. a soundtrack which says, but not  
yet, it’s the end jack & has been all  
along. it is deadly boring. fell  
asleep in the back of a  
delivery van, “if this is deliverance …” a  
 
prophet in cardboard pants shouts  
noise. water. meat. a  
mutilated vision of blank psychology. to  
accept or not. keeping to the right- 
hand lane, the sign reads last exit before toll 
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PERVIGILIUM VENERIS 
 
thrust up into the root, stub-fingered, blackening a hole 
you still haven’t 
located—all winter shrank 
like a plastic doll & 
one freakish, paralytic eye—sleep 
is the fixedness of a 
hidden culpability; the trussed eaves where tongues 
turn viscous, the 
ear humid—mordant nights passed in 
self-ridicule, a flaccid 
imago nailed to the inside of an 
elongated mirror—the horror show 
winds on, its 
intricate banality of painted  
corpses, cropped out with teeth: to  
decorate the fringes, pretexts 
for intervention 
in the normal viewing schedule—cramped, airless 
cubicles in which 
a captive mind masturbates itself 
towards extinction: a 
tedious dénouement that always ends with the replay  
button, caught in a loop  
flesh itself could only ever   
approximate 
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EXCURSION 
 
grey, afternoon—biding time against in- 
surrection. it’s 
years ago, there were still 
islands of neutrality (dead 
letter drops, codewords 
for the projected 
escape)—somehow they unravelled in the 
plot, keys 
lost in the jacket lining, useless 
denominations (“something  
larger than human size”). the long 
foreground to the flawed per- 
spective scene—driving 
towards it, the landmarks  
recede. to commute between abstractions— 
the stringency of an average 
both secular &  
profane, blind alleyways where 
sleepless figures await 
the amative caress of nightsticks. 
detainees in the open disguise  
of the ordinary, their 
bad conscience is compulsorily rendered, 
dictated by the scale of 
routine. fingers 
blackened with newsprint, made 
redundant in the measure 
of an act they cannot perform—conceding  
to “lesser desires.” the revenge 
of the disappointed. nightly,  
the proscenium taken up  
with oppositional 
designs—heads cut off that serve  
no good purpose (in advance of their  
crime). it is 
pointless turning away—the scene  
is the only one  
permitted. or a trapdoor opens above the street 
to dispose of the rest 
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
 
the head is enlarged though empty. plugged in, to the  
first or  
   second joint. a pyramid 
  structure, embossed 
w/ one myopic pro noun / like 
   ambiguous “gen 

italia” a muscular reflex. perhaps 
the first divisible 

   came from that 
shell. then the whole estuary 
responded. “lies in the sea, if no  
peninsular …” a bone harness. distended 
  in the aftermath.  
  midday—the long  

count, three & then two. four 
perceiving it as a fake, wireless 

hiss & belch of  
wave machines. stupefied gulls 

unstuck from the  
zootrope, spiralling  

incessantly. the form itself is of  
limited importance, it becomes the grammar for the  

total work 
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OCCITAIN 
 
when the tree was felled, hollowed-out & rendered naked 
the mother as the daughter, father as the son. what clue 
does it give? to discard what has been of use. surface, 
mass. such bad blood was spilled today: that the things 
which crawl are not denied a purpose. cultivating the 
anniversary so quickly it drifts away, the clock is forcing 
itself as a symbol, the only credible one. the smell of  
ghosts in the linen press, the stables. a table on all fours. 
towards what are they struggling to mean? yellow plums  
slowly rot in the fruit bowl. a wasp, a dormer window, a 
trapezium lying in the garden on its broken left side. nights 
translucent as old saints fill the inquiet spaces, the blank 
eye we are looking up at. a path, through the field of 
black sunflowers, knows nothing we do not, but seems to 
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RÉGIMES ANCIENS 
 
the derelict château with the wooden swing & oriental  
pagoda. rows of  

corsetted busts. a white 
transparent nightgown hangs  
in the plum tree, is “metaphysical.” in the  

place vendôme, a camera, talk  
of diplomatic immunity. the tables  

are crammed with  
luscious tortes. the  
misconceived acts of a past which cannot  
be accounted for. a pair  

of opera glasses placed 
negligently  
on the edge of a 

cushioned railing. champagne & tri- 
cyclics. the oyster shells 
were excessively 
cracked. a clue? after the boating party 

& consumption: the  
others were 
symptoms, that was 
their revenge 
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ELDORADO HOTEL 
 
laid out on butcher’s paper—instruments 
of boredom like re- 
engineered plotlines, gone 
sour in the heat—the flatness of a terrain 
in which everything has  
evolved horizontally: sick at the  
sight of it—“birth, decay, the 
ephemeral”; a door for breathing, a table 
outlined heavily against a  
wall—lowering the temperature 
by means of compression: skin 
red on both sides—a drain 
pipe is leaking, a pool of rust water  
which threatens at any moment  
to become a flood—questioning the occurrence  
leads to no explanation; the taste  
of insecticide carpeting the tongue (as 
“preventative”)—rehearsing  
the evacuation procedure, in the cold 
light of statistics, averages,  
standard deviations—down payment for the 
nights which are yet to come 
& those which aren’t 
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MIMO PROVOZ  
 
disconcerting. headlines. such things are, the world is  
that fire, it burns all along the horizons 
winter in the baltic provinces, cortisone. the private 
correspondence of alma mater. dis- 
playing her shrunken heads tied by a string around the  
neck. the art of enumeration is not an easy one  
the fine running voice, & close by the 
river wall, mud-coloured water. awake with 
turbulence now that x has no rudder to be inhibited by.  
other, lesser facilities. stretching a map across his  
left thigh. underhanded business. a bag hung sideways 
from a door handle, impersonal, toneless. the double 
meaning is conveyed by the 
construction of the door: the top half trans- 
parent. two corners are turned. a building on the opposite  
side of the street is on fire. afterwards, we watched  
the dark passage of the dumb-waiter with growing alarm 
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ANODINE 
 
the packet boat arrives, an old 
woman with a bag 

of loaves. to stop mounting pain, the snap 
freeze it will 
be what it is & no 
other. the trees they are 

taller there. once more 
the light opens out & commences 

to signal. blue smoke  
above the water. an orange 

curtain wrapping itself 
in the salted breeze. a grey turnstile. a stairway 
leading to the  

quay. everything has been 
replaced with life- 
size replicas. phantom limbs. despite  

advertisements 
the experience was missing 
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LE SYMPTÔME (EST TOUJOUR UN CORPS ÉTRANGER) 
(for jean cardot) 
 
knowing there is no curvature which is not an 
increment of the one still “irresolvable  
error” (on which all else depends)—a hammer blow’s 
arc of descent or the motion of a body 
 
falling to ground—the moment of impact & the 
moment before & what takes place between the one 
& the other at the “ground zero” of divis- 
ibility—which opens outwards like a sex 
 
about to swallow some hieratic dildo 
infinitely copulating—the eye searches  
to see more than its naked counterpart—not to 
render abstract figures “distorted” by desire 
 
or a psychological evasion—doubting 
an end can justify its means but not always 
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XENO I-IX 
there was a blue sea, & above it was a yellow hill & beside the hill 
was a green field. on the other side of the blue sea was a blue sea, 
& on the other side of the yellow hill was a yellow hill, & on the other 
side of the green field was a green field 

—anne truitt 
 
half-way driven into the terrain the unmistakable track, an icy  
light on its edges. with your hand. an other  
side, white. “a stranger” 
to which you or i, led by its symmetry  
the leftover area demanded in return. to follow instructions 
months suggest portals, columns 
grey    to all appearances   
   
pared down to a minimum. a table & chair 
i think they thought, oh put this one here & does that one  
balance this? this is the way they talked 
  & to all appearances while he removed his 
    hand  turning the 
glove inside out, it surprised us. we were dumbstruck &  
unable to breathe. left by the 
door. on ships they came, circumspect. a maquette, a type 
script cast into the full of the eye 
  as opposed to one or the other 
tongue & a tooth. then they fettered you, tied over 
from the last item 
idem    which, is not &c 
morning leaden a birch tree a river a cudgel 
aspirating the verb “to hear” the ear split open 
grey circles concentrically formed, based on particular  
  
  the leftover area oversized prop 
ortions. whose fragment?  a box for standing in, a début 
passageways called also corridors. from memory 
it’s white, white, it says 
noise, soundtracks. unmarked on this or any other 
map. its covering of torn plastic disposable the distances 
near like us white trees suggest 
portals, columns. timeless  
progressively revealed. up there in the cosmic network of 
feint & counter feint, the holes punched  
equally in either side, through which nothing of the other is visible 
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BLUE SQUARE 
(for allen fisher) 
 
something which is barely averted. duct tape. 
an electrical switch. things seen less seen 
blind notations in the overlap. to concede 
without reasons, dusk redolent with? neon 
serifs sketching in the details. wasted dreams 
only money can buy. a switching machine 
faces names not subject to cause but what 
the trigger finger haphazardly demands. a 
blanked-out silhouette from which no more 
information is forthcoming. (blood under 
the nails that isn’t the symptom it at first 
appeared). it is “without motive.” or describes 
an absence of pre-conditions, in a game whose 
sole object is to avoid coming to an end 
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R.S.V.P. 
 
one day or the next, the affliction becomes 
ordinary. working upwards, slow as a 
gut ache. “yes, it’s natural to come to pieces 
little by little.” a mouth pulled sideways 
full of pictorial blood (life’s unsweetened 
pleasures). it doesn’t pay to be overly 
credulous—the nightly lactations are no 
more than a sideshow to the main event. a 
stuffed man who isn’t there, replaced 
by a vomiting mutt. at least their features 
are the same, will do for the time being. the 
others, mobbing the beverage dispenser &  
upending everything in sight—“so this 
is the farewell ceremony i’ve had to miss!” 
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HALCYON DAYS 
 
... picked apart an hour. insulin. dredged up a  
  present of raw meat—man 
cannot survive by 
word of mouth alone. the thing he 
carries, a brown figure (resists  
illustration). the difficulty to think there are not 
windows enough, opened out 
from under their burden—sapless trees 
in autumn. particles of 
exposed sky floating 
  like the first hundred flakes 
of snow. a cloud 
in which a voice mumbles—it is pain that is in- 
different to the sky. ubiquitous  
factory chimneys  
the scent of them still hanging  
heavily in the air “naked  
of any illusion”—the dawn-wracked  
analgesia which is all irony & mock promise 
  listening to the boot-trod 
canticle of minimum wagers, trash cans upended 
alarm clocks—each one 
equal to memory against the  
westwardness of everything. the bare-facedness  
of what fails & revives. no subterfuge 
or lucid souvenir of  
nights distinguished only in the  
strangeness of human hair, in eyes the colour of 
  dollar bills. nothing which  
is contradicted by what takes place  
on the outside 
forests of woodgrain vinyl. monochrome. like a  
photograph enormously  
enlarged, the features are lost, out- 
scaled. bearing no relation to when, beneath 
exteriors, the pleasant &  
vicious landscape of our fatalistic 
surmise … barring  
excuses. it isn’t a place where you can use a map 
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THE TASK OF THE PRESENT MOMENT 
 
to find care, to avoid the burning 
question—in the city not seen in the 
mesh of windows & fire  
escapes; when to speak is so 
difficult—“at any price”—the old 
antagonist renewing its offer 
of removal from the memory of things 
 
like fog from the river wasting its breath 
over a pane of glass—the in- 
consolable line a cramped finger traces  
there—winter in this zone, is no season  
but the absence of all seasons 
 
night unravelling in blank generality—a 
pair of bandages unwound from  
broken wrists; the compass of what  
may yet heal, be put back to work  
clearing the paths—those which lead  
away from here & the more  
permanent fixture they must arrive at 
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IL GABINETTO DI CALIGARI 
 
an airport lounge, a trolley stacked with outsized 
appendages—i crawl to the bathroom because i 
can’t shuffle 

white surfaces with bulging lights, the shrill 
amplified whine slow on off 
it is (it is always) ten minutes before  

now—the counter- 
resurrection which is the moment’s 
gimmick. flooding the  

biogenetic pool—its project, to achieve a 
fait accompli. evacuating 
the scene & done away with the  
evidence. a phoney abduction in which everything 

stands accused, alarmed at the 
hoax that so nearly came to resemble us 
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AT THE WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY 
entre la tête par ce trou-là 
 
on the surface of things, ringing in 
clear light—yet again the scenario 
is broken ... comically 
a red policeman. a paper wall. the ground 
beneath the one above—a stranger 
passing on the street in your old abandoned dis- 
guise. laughter up the trees. the roof set slightly 
ajar—news, which is plotless like all 
dreams: a bouquet of splintered 
meanings lifted up to your lips 
as though to complete it. putting 
out all the lights: a vehicle 
for the most furtive of rendezvous—in the very place 
they plotted us, mimicking you into 
existence. it was only the others who 
were there, looking downwards through slit 
awnings—the still living 
& desirable outgrowth of this, too solid 
flesh (the one we first stood 
in awe of, before replacing it)—a cantilevered 
grotesque with the power of re- 
animation. its purpose is solvable: to part, by some  
mysterious invention the two halves of an  
uncomplicated object 
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REALISM & THE CORRESPONDENCE THEORY OF TRUTH 
 
what is unavoidable: each time we looked 
the table was still there, & the ship’s 
moorings, & the glass domed 
terrace—when they took the photograph 
in geneva, it was 
never returned 
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JUVENTUTIS 
 
afterwards brushed off—“it’s time” a hole in a spoon 
to measure spillage the boiled 
   milk you cry for at night its 
  carbonised evaporations 
pull yourself together! what’s 
   normal is the pearlgrey 

inside of an eye … no wild 
fabulations—sordid dreamlike restaurants naked 
in helpless pursuit 

of what slips away—it doesn’t  
matter if it’s an un- 

even fight (they all are) 
each blow full of self-indulgence—to what 
   are such mutual 
  attractions due? the tepid 
complicity of a mother’s 
   bed a voice on a telephone— 
  no, nothing. all the same … 
a histrionic bandleader shouting 
salvation for toil how amusing it all is—so much talk 
   of the irrational  

mind: a man cut in two: vast air fields de- 
serted & silent unsecured 
in the forensics of escapism 
   no matter on whose 
  account (do we know yet what words must  
come to?) 
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VALSE 
 
the crowd outside the window. the one 
white door. blocks of concrete 
forced up by tree 
roots. after the burnings there was 
no apology. in lieu 
of the clear green breathable 
atmosphere. grey noise 
under eaves. oh mitteleuropa! perished 
among the sordid colonnades. the  
baroque paraphernalia of  
refurbished urinals. bathed in the sweat  
of museums, doss 
houses, the same air breathed over  
ten centuries. dear, we have 
lost the joy of re-capitulation, sweet  
as hung meat. a cornucopia of leavings 
among the overly preserved 
décor. gilded armchairs. table legs. 
cleavages. there is no other  
consolation in the night which befalls  
us. only the sound  
of a thousand bolts sliding in their locks  
simultaneously 
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THE FUNERAL ORATION 
i have spoken according to the law what fitting words i had 

—thucydides 
 
are you going to assume a place, foist it upon us? seasons  
in abeyance. the mutter of a half-aroused, distracted 
kind—hands or mouths pressed close against us  
as though intended otherwise. scabbed  
necks, penetrated hip bones. we lie in drifts below  
the window & the buzzing fly between  
the window panes—self-reliant & trivial. there was 
a sound thumping against the sky we could not 
remember what they said it was. cold &  
deliberate as a cathedral. in this space, the undilated  
senses, veins where nothing flows unimpeded un- 
censured—days & nights turned inwards from one another. 
this we know, but not yet how to speak, nor by what  
prolonged immuscular strain to burst this environment  
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TO AVOID BREAKAGES 
 

grand central, a barbershop, dry 
cleaners DRESS SUITS  
FOR HIRE. a  

chessboard in a crate on the 
sidewalk do you take it 
with you? the sky is  

hospital green, impervious. to  
interpret signs—a voice 
through a subway grating (plays 
at knowing the  
score). visitations of late 20th century non- 
descript. MEMORY  

AIDS. INSURANCE. shoes 
(a pair of) placed together, side by side at the  
end of the pier. not to get 
close—there are “too many”  
loaded questions. even if, on a good day, there’d  
still be somewhere to get to 
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SANCTUS 
 
1. crossing the bridge—twenty years ago  
dead already we stood 
watching you sermonised into a hole 
 
late summer & skies full of extraterrestrial light 
night after night keeping watch in the  
dark front dressing room 
with its camphor & racks of pressed negligées 
 
the œuil-de-bœuf glared from the portico 
like a cyclops forbidding entry—what does it matter  
that it was all a bluff? 
 
 
2. “the solemnisation of drab days.” let this stand in place 
of a hunger for certainty—sanctifying the 
ordinary matter of fact in its guise of dementia 
 
old decency let run to seed. an inverted tree which is 
the emblem of inherited apostasy amor  
matris raw head & bloody bones dragged up like  
fouled root from earth nothing could grow in 
 
the love thou bearest subtle as human cunning  
for which the child becomes forfeit the dog beneath the 
skin who knows no other name nor could speak it 
 
 
3. this is the end of the harbour road & the harbour 
crossed out by giant scaffolding—dusk 
hung up like a coat on a coathanger left out  
in rain to sag under dead weight 
 
the north head with its bleak outlines of ruined gun 
emplacements barbed wire & concrete blocks 
left over from a war no one wanted to believe in 
 
silently & without prompting they have dissembled 
your ashes into a more potent remembrance— 
those you did not live to see will not miss you 
those who do are embittered & embarrassed still 
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FL. OZ. 
 
sunk beyond the pale there’s no end 
trying to pull it out  
longer & longer it gets some sort of 
 predicament the sleeping pills not working again? 
increments of zero = factored stoppage of 
perforated vision 

distant bells crossing an empty sky at fract- 
ional intervals / sobbing like a pulse  

why go on stomaching what’s not on  
offer? backwashed from preservatives  
an empty proposition sexless (as) rubber decoys 
(to “fend off” substance) 
gormless ruminations backed up from ground holes 
notated by installment & at cost  
watching caged pigs in 
   low-flying formation 
   born of patent false witness 
you are violent & weak you are not the reason  
for even a child pissing on carpet  

red-eyed in full midday switching places 
the open distress of landscape  
like foreign excise 
of what insistently disproves in the lithic band 
screwing it upright 
   & is life too merely a form of repetition? 
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CRANACH, A HOROSCOPE 
 
mid-afternoon, snorting blood up the 
nose—vienna 
full of shut windows, extinguished 
weather: a spotlight 
mounted in the sky, oozed 
like half-digested fruit—the dark 
perishing eyes of  
magazine covers displayed on a 
stand. what’s yours now is 
one too many—the dealers 
in sangfroid watching  
through rearview mirrors laced  
with amphetamine: the fire exit  
stuffed with bodies, sunken back to  
hands feet mouths—abandoned 
costumes knitted from loose threads, tell 
of unseen idols (created in 
fear longing wilfulness)—raining  
stones in a city of glass  
houses, walls riddled with holes  
where everyone can see 
the cretinous brides in their blonde wigs &  
artificial teeth, singing lullabies  
to shut up the dead 
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MOVING AVERAGES 
 
night descent to la guardia, the street- 
grid like a busted 
circuit board—there is no 
navigational instrument 
to gauge resistance across  
recurring zeroes of altitude. the punched 
hole of a subway 
token—tracing a line between 
cross-sections, remote 
exit poles: the broken turnstyle at the 
end of the escape route, as totem 
of demographic remainder. the dead 
eye of a surveillance 
camera, disconnected from its 
programmatic intelligence—the very  
thought is suspect, tapped in 
to the underground antennae: on the surface 
the headlines read like 
an archaeological report—telling of the x 
you’ll never locate 
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EATING ROUAULT 
 
bitter laughter in the ear perhaps imaginary 
then at nightfall the one 
made to bear witness—the dupe’s 
imitator groping in silence for a  
way not to speak—too solemn a memorial 
beneath the lead-weight iconograph 
 
something crossed-out & obscure as 
envy rage love or vacancy—to 
illustrate some categorical assertion? 
skewed haunches flaccid from boredom or 
disuse—the prescience 
of slackened meat undressed 
like a carcass (to disavow compassion  
or what passes for compassion?) 
 
or a face eaten away by indecency 
rendered in solemn & lurid half-light 
as though belonging to a figure 
in some cretinous nocturne—all the 
high themes of failure & contempt that a 
body is made to symbolise 
unsmilingly making a fool of you or a meal 
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BUCOLIC 
the weak vow of fidelity is formed by the cairn 
 
cut out with shears from the same 
tooth-cloth; a maculated rag to 
stuff a godless hole—blood sequins 
threaded on a dressmaker’s needle adorn 
the dry carotid artery, whiter than 
quicklime—night too has a way 
of turning; a rusted faucet swollen by  
unremittant tides, pounding the sleepless  
brain beyond culpability—there is  
nothing left to fabricate or  
confess: a slipknot, lead weight of the 
boots, the trapper’s jaw sunk  
in a gulch beneath the wrecked hedge- 
row—morning is the clotted felt  
of a carcass gnawed by foxes, the scent of  
wasted cartridges, the bitter aftertaste 
of black tea 
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SERENA 
(for R.B. †29.6.2003) 

 
old woman in blue dress crossing the  
railway tracks—depression  
era gabardine & bag with 
refill bottle of moze  
 
& her there the night they 
fitted me up by immaculate conception 
dim rooms lozenged in kerosene heat 
bricked-in at the back of the 
old disinherited house 
 
sharpening a butter knife 
against finger bone 
radio voices 
6:29 under a pillow slip 
that once covered the bird cage & the 
twittering machine that  
broke & was replaced finally 
not replaced—a rusted  
 
toilet pan left over  
from living beside oneself 
in adversity—all plumbed now into the  
great waste disposal  
one more hole in the surface  
of what persists “in spite of us” 
 
(posing the question of  
when to give up the ghost  
before the others 

     come to repossess it) 
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ÎLE DE PAQUES 
 
here in this middle place let those 
who have a mind to 
finish translating us—& you? can 
tend your unsympathetic  
sex beneath that reddening tree shaped like a mass of 
tongues, which belies the  
real business of our coming here 
 
these days only the hands & lips are 
counted of use—but look 
at what even they must fail to relate. there was 
time once. things were  
prepared “in advance” all 
milk & honey (oh yes that is how it was  
alright). & after—what came  
after? an age of repossession of re- 
location of re-assignation.  
or there was nothing but the poorly dubbed  
replay of memory—though  
in place of what you cannot, will not say 
 
in this last refuge, old promissory notes  
hung from branches—each  
symbolising a departure, to drift wherever or when 
into the privacy of  
former selves. night shapes  
the autumn canopy into a rebus of ill- 
defined intentions—as cryptic 
as two figures sitting 
half-apart at the end of a 
public garden that never belonged to them 
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BORDER PASTORAL 
 
slow at the mouth; the gum- 
cord stretched then 
jammed down in a rut. the old woman is 
forever watching through 
the window—to be done with & 
turned under, dead to the snout 
beating on the drainpipe—in the bottom 
field, the flood waters bring up 
rubber boots with the subsoil; lined 
along the riverbank like 
stumps of rotted teeth—or one day 
a stone falls through the roof 
with nothing attached to it; the sign 
on the pigeon park gate 
shot through with morsed sibilants, ellipses— 
after that, when the silence  
broke, there would be no warnings 
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MY FATHER’S KEEPER 
well damn you laugh! you’re not the “man of sorrows” 
 
who operates the silent  
creeping fear? 
 
the obviousness is not what is seen it is 
dark inside the eye the voice 
   playing dumb 
 
 an accompaniment of  
  impotent disclaimers—variora 
on the grey collaborationist badge 
 
 the thing that saves us 
   is opacity 
  or did see & pretended not to? 
 
the bad conscience of the poet 
of the inexpert witness—still trapped in that compartment 
the train the tunnel & the blackness that measures it 
 
sleep is not the only 
questionable act—envy for example 
 
 a pickpocket’s fingers in the  
   dead of night—stealing  
unconsciously across the mind 
  like mediumistic dictations 
 
undressing our alibis 
setting the abject tapers alight 
 
the familiar redemptive vision—gone up in smoke that  

signals nothing 
though you persist in reading there  
unchosen & left to chance 

the same words out of that whirlwind 
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__________________________________________________________ 
 
there is absolutely no time of year the 
rotation of thirds 
slows down yet is part of 
  natural history more 
beautiful than mid-september white 
   letters on black backgrounds 
 the woods stood green the 
 fields lay in yellow 
   squares 
carefully & without  
 malice the great crab- 
   tail of an alphabet 
   beating in a 
   ditch “we are 
  voting a human life” to seize or to 
  contemplate 
coaxing the bones & 
   frying the meat—conclusion 
 is of course  
 implicit  
 in the blighted forecast 
    a long detour 
sifting the grey white foam 
   the asbestos floor of the black boxes 
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SOUNDINGS. LA PAROUSE 
 
life consisted of: the broken line disguised 
in the body, dried 
unused ink. the seabed oscilloscope. 
one grew more human 
visiting the surface 
often, shore & patterned  

sandstone. in a place 
  that is focused upon its 
  further side, darkened figures  
bait the hooks concealed 
in knotted rope. their primogeniture attests 
to this. a stone forehead  
venting its mute  
diatribe, is equally insensible to the meanings  
we accord it 
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RECTIFYING JAN HUSS 
the meaning of certainty is getting burned 

—rosemarie waldrop 
 
constantly, “ordinary people” in plain 
clothes—that winter lake of 
medieval woodwork reflected, upside down.  
 
beneath the ragged coat & green tie a  
lack of medication—asleep  
during intervals, in the full bloom  
 
of autumn. dusk reddening the statuesque  
forms. once again the seasons  
renege on their promise of safe passage.  
 
to be expected. as if denouncing the  
phantom self, one breathes  
freely for the first time in years. loose  
 
change in the pocket & led out the back  
door—the rathaus bell  
clanging in the wind. grey sails across  
 
water. under fine drizzle the  
signal fires petering out. perhaps it’s  
then he stumbles—the  
backs turned of the accidental crowd who  
have no reason to notice 
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SECANT 
 
southward means to descend—crossed-off 
minutes, degrees, all along the 
down curve—in x with its old 
whaling station decaying in the wind: we are 

walking & walking past 
abandoned dry docks freight depots 
junked-out piers—the candour  
of our wish finds no refuge in their  
castigated symmetries—looked out over the sea- 

ledge, vertigo: lost grip  
& fell to no latitude—dead compass points de- 
scribing a zero of intention  
at every step; no landmark intrudes  
to mar its uniformity—“the way up is not opposed 

to the way  
down” the low arc of meridional  
suns, blackening the horizon—climbed through a 
hole in the ground to sleep: maybe 
if we wake up, we won’t be there anymore 
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THE DARK CUT 
& gave him a place in the north,  
obscure, shadowy, void, solitary 

—william blake 
 
an unseen hand, at work among the  
evidence. re- 
shuffling the pages, strata, bone 
shards & whatever  
else remains  

as indictment or dis- 
qualification 

to start again bending the square  
outline of a place  

in which 
nothing has escaped formulation 

  the open stare 
of a cracked  

forcing frame. a landscape with empty 
   refrigerators eine  
    landschaft mit 
leeren kühlschränken uselessly speaks 
the way of “refusal” or 

refuse. autumn’s  
decapitations 

swaying in the wind 
our deletions are accumulating 

noted, as matter of fact. the trans- 
lation of the one into the other 

without  
embellishment 
& this too is inevitable, like all the rest 
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LAPIS LAZULI 
 
cast to one side now that mechanisation has 
replaced manual labour—learning 
to tie your own shoe 
laces & not be at a loss (for words?) 
the language of malicious gossip 
inserted like an 
enema or a larding needle 
well & truly 
sitting around grown thin under a 
brimmed hat the brim 
describes a large circle  
a broad sweeping gesture of the arm takes in 
a panoramic open sea 
its sound of countless washings 
the anonymous young  
woman with tears in her voice 
“thrown over” (you never know where you are 
with some people) constantly  
adjusting the 
décolleté & rabbit fur coat—generously 
allowing a bit extra—during 
the entire trip across to the point  
where the estuary is at its  
widest sun-glazed like shellac & 
chinese lanterns rocking 
languidly in the breeze—a terrace with 
furniture in white gloss 
where a servant cools his heals 
reading lao-tze 
someone exclaims loudly over a slip  
of the tongue but the others 
cannot tell whether or not to take it seriously 
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SOLAR FLARE & NO-SHOW 
 
fear of flying sets in  
with the news 
 
an unscheduled flare-up 
stalling  
 
the peace talks  
& interfering 
 
with navigational  
equipment 
 
as inward-bound flights 
stage a no-show 
 
against lack  
of public disclosure
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APRÈS LE DÉLUGE 
 
a black flag hangs from the national 
theatre. now is the wake. eyes 
which barely open, caked with grey 
mud. or merely appear to. the  
tragedians no longer man the bilge 
pumps. rotten cabbages strewn about 
on pavements slaked with green  
effluent. we are dug down in the sub- 
sident landfill, jurassic swamps 
teeming in blackout. still the lines 
are dead. morose air raid sirens 
droning through nights divided only  
by the insomniac hum of fuse boxes.  
the river has wound back the old  
clock like a watermill. empty  
caskets dance among the waves.  
elephant corpses. first republic  
settees. embankments piled with  
broken samovars bathtubs coal sacks.  
debris erected against bridges 
sheltering disconsolate rats. a public  
library vomits a long sliver of bile  
into the street. there are no more books.  
it won’t be necessary to burn them  
after all 
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STANZA 9:06 P.M. 
 
shot through road signs. slaughter, louisianna. head- 
lights inexorable as  
line breaks, gone south. rewound 
from the journey’s “end-like surface,” another gap 
in the fabric of things. on 
the other side of the perimeter fence 
along the flat roadside, overturned wreckage of cast 
aluminium. the salt-works 
lit up like so many 
distant, long extinguished stars. borrowed time that 
will not make up for  
anything, but makes even that seem  
implacable 
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ENTRACTE 
 
to be overwhelmed by doubt, once more 
fed up to “here” with it. such over- 
simplified motives of  
the one condemned—marked &  
counterproved. an itch  
that cannot be scratched out. footfall 
heavily on the stairway, the  
rain the wind the pages flying. it is 
a thing of the mind—no more than  
circumstance (a faucet that stops when  
no one is listening). or voice among the  
architraves which means 
to punish—whose was it? so frigid now  
the décor has been removed, the  
sets packed away in 
wooden boxes, whitewash 
over the venetian “canal scene”—so much  
for the continuo (as for the rest 
fugato in a minor key). watching the sun 
setting behind the cupola in its 
dunce’s cap. at least  
to laugh is affordable, but not to? screwing up the 
mouth to spit. good cheer! besides, it’s  
always the others who die 
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THE LAST THURSDAY OF ZDENĚK A 
 
beneath the skin—vertigo that swallows space 
a collapsed lung 
blackhole metaphysics / to be- 
come the absolute 
  zero of gravity—a funnel 
  of dark light formed 
   by the pupil of the eye 
 the mouth the 
 anus. dog lessons & radio dogs 
   strange algorithms of 
  transmission of res- 
  piration. the exit code 
behind the locked door 
   the green door a burning deckchair 
 a sea of 
 cathode tubes tv screens flickering in 
   liquid unison—the carbon- 
  copy endlessly overwritten  
  like a palimpsest of unconscious surveillance  
pilot lights shut up for the night 
a human turbine a fast  

breeder generating  
   countless lesions 
   spermatozoa  

in automatic ignition 
    stubbing out the butt of  
      who or what 
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LAZARUS JONES 
(for errol sawyer) 
 

getting shot of it—long slouch down 
sunset cashed out 

liquor store blues ..... 
fisting a payphone’s neutered slot—“fringe benefits” a  
voice machine 
   repeats time check 
  body count dead- 
  lining in the secret 
workings of nature—gravity &c 
   immanent as come- 
 down—ditching the 
 god-in-man sucker routine 
   zeroed out on vitriol 
   no possible other course of 
action—the red orifice 
  of a traffic light jacked up in the sky 
  swollen with 
  backwash of withheld permissions—a dis- 
carded shoe nailed to the  
spot / waiting it out / one 
   bare foot (to keep  

upright) one black sole—hitting the skids on  
south of payback fell down &  
  broke his ass  
 boom! for real—a sidewalk prophet  

hustling for bread  
revolves a single fishlike eye—the old 
pick-up lines got by 
  rote e.g. “universal 
suffrage .....” 
 made to pay through the nose again 
walleyed from where to the next place 
a credulous idiot who 

comes around when the cold kicks in 
below the belt by the  

neck hanging cheap tinsel on everything 
like a providential window dresser 

knowing as well as you do there’s no such thing as  
accidental death in  

custody 
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ARCHIPEL DE L’ENVERS 
 
it’s raining again in paris, your  
letter begins with words like civil engineering & weathered 
concrete (an artificial climate, partings forecast in the 
raw deal it is neither the time 
nor place to discuss this). eating in a telephone  
booth, nights under eaves. too many hard 
spaces—to fend off  
  tides of rising damp. a fishlike groping in the 
blackout. something  
falling within our grasp. firelighters. cymbals. oof! a nightmare 
of coathangers, faiseuses d’anges. la ti do. rough 
seas off the cape of darien, a hundred 
  years ago—“stomach skull & 
gullet” pressed towards the 
    wall green & red with dry 
  moss. a sign nailed up 
above it unread it held the answer to our plight. oh, they said, 
not money! with nothing but worn coats & paper hats 
below the window. then we fell into 
something—standing face to face in the 
headshop elevator. a blue neon strip across a disc- 
shaped mould, a red plastic fire point, a  
prism in which the sun sets & looks just as you would expect it  
to, viewed through a prism. the 
   everyday objects of “mis- 
    translation” (their measure &  
boundary ...) to avoid encroachments of underlying  
tendencies—a blank  
expression, a voice in an empty unlit room. this 
    is how it goes. an  
expressionless voice, which repeats  
unnervingly that “nothing at all” is going to  
happen. made to wait  
lying down. it remains cold until morning, when the outcome is  
almost certain 
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28 SECONDS 
 
objects placed in a box, similarly 
movements. the “opening  
passage” trails off, the optical illusion re- 
  verses itself (an 
open window with blown  

calico. generous is the 
weather: an interruption an in- 
direct 
  description. later 
  all of these  
will re- 
appear, counter arguments, whose? the 
open circle of browning apple peels, is inherently 
pleasurable &  

requires no other reason for being 
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KING & QUEEN SURROUNDED BY SWIFT NUDES 
DUCHAMP TARTAKOWER PARIS 1930 
 
pawn to queen four pawn to queen four 
pawn to queen’s bishop four pawn to king three 
knight to queen’s bishop three knight to king’s bishop three 
knight to king’s bishop three bishop to king two 
pawn to king three castles 
bishop to queen three pawn to queen’s bishop four 
castles pawn to queen’s rook three 
queen’s bishop pawn takes pawn knight takes pawn 
knight takes knight queen takes knight 
pawn takes pawn rook to queen one 
bishop to queen’s bishop two queen takes pawn 
queen to king two knight to queen’s bishop three 
pawn to queen’s rook two bishop to king’s bishop three 
pawn to queen’s knight four queen to queen’s knight four 
queen takes queen pawn takes queen 
rook to queen’s knight one pawn to king four 
bishop to queen’s knight two bishop to king three 
king’s rook to queen one bishop to queen four 
pawn to king four bishop to queen’s bishop five 
rook takes rook queen’s rook takes rook 
rook to queen one rook takes rook 
bishop takes rook bishop to queen six 
knight to queen two bishop to king’s knight four 
knight to king’s bishop three bishop to king’s bishop three 
knight to queen two knight to queen five  
bishop takes knight pawn takes bishop 
pawn to king’s bishop four pawn to king’s knight four 
pawn to king five bishop to queen one 
pawn to king’s knight two king to king’s knight two 
king to king’s knight two king to king’s knight three 
king to king’s bishop three pawn takes pawn 
pawn takes pawn king to king’s bishop four 
bishop to queen’s knight three pawn to king’s bishop three 
pawn to king six bishop to king two 
bishop to queen five bishop to queen’s bishop seven 
bishop to queen’s knight three pawn to queen six 
bishop to queen five bishop to queen three 
knight to king four bishop takes pawn 
pawn to king seven bishop to queen eight check 
king to king’s bishop two bishop to king’s rook four 
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knight to king’s knight three check bishop takes knight 
pawn takes bishop pawn to queen seven 
pawn to king’s knight four check king to king’s bishop five 
king to king two bishop takes pawn 
king takes pawn bishop to king’s rook four 
bishop takes pawn bishop to king one 
bishop to queen’s rook six king to king four  
pawn to queen’s rook four pawn takes pawn 
pawn to queen’s knight five king to queen three 
pawn to queen’s knight six pawn to king’s rook four 
bishop to queen’s bishop four pawn to king’s rook five 
bishop to queen five pawn to king’s rook six 
bishop to king’s bishop three pawn to king’s rook seven 
king to queen’s bishop three bishop to bishop two 
king to queen’s knight four bishop to king one  
king to rook three pawn to king’s bishop four 
king to knight four pawn to bishop five 
king to rook three king to queen two 
king takes pawn bishop takes pawn check 
king to rook five king to queen three 
king to knight four bishop to king’s rook five 
resigns
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SENZA UNICA 
 
indicating directions to be followed, degrees north from multiplication 
     signs (x times ...)—“each day 
   is a new day” memorising lines from 
 tv commercials. skin tones on faces 
  we’re expected to recognise (ourselves 
         or others?)—“i’m sure i’m going to look in the mirror & see 
nothing” or else 
  nothing is missing, it’s all there, just as 
    in the reruns. ever willing to 
  oblige, keeping clear of the sceptic’s dimly lit 
corridors & doomsday aspect. the bedroom 
 ensemble like dis- 
    articulated roulette tables, constricted & 
           heavy. a foretaste of 
   things to come. breakfasted under lime  
  trees, glass tinted a 
           desultory blue (“the alleys of the  
jardin des plantes that whitened our shoes”) & other  
      details—clock mechanisms &  
  etceteras. the branches are bent down like folded  
             wings turning yellow- 
 green to beige: droll is the october of our 
last admitted memory, the 
  erasures hardening under skin thickened 
by wearing. aspects of farce in all of those 
     “disabused intimacies.” & the platforms at the 
           station, the notice boards, departures for 

x—there’s time yet, we’re just getting 
                       under way 
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